Abstract
Introduction
This paper describes an approach for accurately computing optical flow by combining layered representation of global parametric motion with local residual estimates. In general, optical flow estimation requires the use of some type of spatial coherence constraint in order to obtain estimates in regions of low texture or aperture effect. The standard formulation of this constraint in the form of a smoothness assumption is not adequate to handle dynamic scenes whose projection on the image plane include multiple moving regions or multiple surfaces. Recently there has been a trend towards using global parametric motion models (e.g., see [2] ) in order to obtain accurate estimates over an entire region.
An important and necessary extension of parametric motion models is the use of multiple motion estimation leading to a layered representation [lo, 13, 71. This approach represents the scene with multiple surfaces or layers, each moving with a single global parametric transformation. However, there are two difficulties with this approach. First, the global parametric models, while being very effective and efficient for obtaining good overall alignments of the layer, do not capture the detailed variation of flow from pixel to pixel. Second, the separation of images into layers is a difficult problem, and while a number of different solutions have been proposed for it, the fundamental issues involved in solving this problem are still unclear.
The approach described in this paper closes the circle on this line of work, by taking the problem back
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The He'brew University 91904 Jerusalem, ISRAEL to accurate optical flow computation. In this regard, the layered parametric motion representation can be viewed as a generalizati'on of the spatial coherence assumption. By combining the layered motion fields together with pointwise residuals, we expect to obtain the benefit (in terms of the accuracy, stability, and efficiency) of layered parametric motion models while being able to account for local variation of flow.
Estimation of layered representations and flow
The basic problem of optical flow estimation based on parametric motion of layers plus residuals can be described as follows: Given some image frames determine an optical flow field based on the decomposition of the image into a set of layers, each of which is described by a parametric motion model, such as the The total motion of each pixel is expressed as the combination of the layer's motion at that pixel together with a residual flow vector. Each pixel derives its Aow vector as a single layer ldus residual, while each layer has a set of pixels whose information contributes to the estimation of the motion parameters of the layer (called the support set), although it is important to note that it is not required that the support sets of different layers be mutually exclusive. (Hence, the support set and the classification map are not inverses of each other.)
The overall requirement is that the flow field describe the image motion at all the pixels as accurately as possible. We impose the following constraints on the problem: (i) the maitched pixels between the images should be "similar" according to some similari1,y metric, (ii) the residual motion of each pixel relative to the layer motion should small as possible, (iii) the number of layers should be as small as possible, and (iv) the overall residual measure (appropriately defined) of the support of each layer relative t o the layer's motion should be as small as possible. In this paper, we do not develop a complete and rigorous mathematical formulation of each of these constraints; rather, our aim is to identify the primary constraints and explore strategies for formulating them and implementing them.
As expected, the basic method is to start with crude
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Parametric Motion Models:
The motion modeling module estimates a parametric model that fits the coherent component of motion of any set of points given to it. Choices include fitting a regression model to a motion field computed by the flow estimation module [13] and direct parameter estimation from image gradients [ also be used to make layers correspond more closely to physical scene surfaces.
Flow Estimation:
The flow estimation module is responsible for estimating an image-wide motion field close to any specified parametric motion model. This is performed by registering the images by that model, computing the residual flow using any of the standard flow estimation algorithms, then composing the result with the model. To feed the motion modeling or segmentation modules, the given model can be, depending on the control strategy, either (i) fixed as 0, in which case flow need only be computed onceprior to framework iterations [13] -or else (ii) set to the current motion model of each successive layer. Flow estimates are usually most accurate when the given model is close to actual motion, since small residual flows can be more accurately estimated: there is less need to invoke large scale spatial smoothness during estimation, which tends to reduce accuracy and spatial resolution of the results. Therefore, to construct an accurate flow field for a multiple-motion scene, all the flow fields from (ii should be multitation mask.
Control Strategy
Motion modeling, segmentation, and optical flow estimation are the top level computational modules of the algorithm framework. The control strategy determines when layers are added and updated. Three paradigms include:
Sequentzal-layers are successively added to the representation, initializing the support set to the whole image for the first layer and previously unclaimed pixels for subsequent layers [5, 3, lo].
Parallel-multiple layer motion models and supports are refined concurrently, as in K-means clustering. Each layer initially has either a random model or random support set, e.g. a small patch of connected pixels, likely to be part of a coherent motion.
Haerarchzcal-split existing classes when homogeneity tests are not satisfied [S, 91.
plexed on a pixel-wise basis accor d ing to the segmen-
Results
Two distinct algorithms consistent with the foregoing framework were implemented. The two major choice points in the framework are the control strategy and the motion model estimation technique. In order to cover these alternatives, one algorithm used a parallel control strategy with both direct and flow-based model estimation, and another one used a sequential control strategy with direct model estimation. The first of these, which was inspired by [13] , is farther along in its development and was used to produce the experimental results included in this section.
This algorithm updates a fixed number of layers in parallel and consists of two phases, first with blocks of pixels as elements and then with individual pixels. During phase 1, each layer support starts out as a single randomly chosen small block and, via framework iterations,.grows to include all consistently moving blocks. This phase is restarted several times t o seek lower error solutions, then phase 2 starts out with the best motion models of phase 1. In phase 1, a hierarchical gradient-based algorithm [l] is initially used to estimate optical flow, starting from a null model, and affine motion models are regressed to flow by M-estimation in each layer at each iteration. In phase 2, model parameters are estimated by a direct method. In both phases, support sets are updated by assigning each element to the layer minimizing measures of residual flow (with respect to the initial flow) and residual intensity integrated over elements, yielding nonoverlapping layers. (For comparison, the clustering step of [13] is equivalent to phase 1 using parametric error.) At the end, optical flows are computed starting from each layer model and multiplexed.
The characteristics of optical flow estimation via layered representations can be illustrated using the sequence shown in Figure 2a . In this scene, there are three principal moving regions: the background translates mainly to the right due to camera motion, the right boxer moves slightly to the right, and the left boxer moves down.
The parallel algorithm is used to extract a layered representation, with the number of layers fixed at four and the phase 1 block size set to 20 x 20. The layer classification map is indicated by shades of gray in Figure 2b . Besides extracting the three primary moving objects, the algorithm extracts a separate layer for the right boxer's arm, which moves slightly with respect to his body.
The frame difference after motion compensation by each layer's parametric motion model only is shown in Figure 3a . In part, these residuals are caused by insufficiency of an affine model to fully account for motion in the extracted layers, due to parallax motion and nonrigid objects.
Finally, optical flow is computed within each layer, initialized with the corresponding affine motion model. As shown in Figure 3b 
Summary
This paper described a framework which is an alternative to the prevailing approaches to motion analysis. Global parametric motion models are used to segment the image into layers. This is interleaved with optical flow estimation which refines the layered representation's models to allow for local flow variation. Experimental results based on a parallel layer extraction strategy show that this approach extends the ability of standard optical flow estimators to deal with multiple motions and motion boundaries.
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